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ABSTRACT

A wireless sensor network can detect single (or atomic) events or composite events. Since sensors are battery powered
and in general, it is hard to recharge them, energy management is always an important issue. In this paper, we study the
SCED problem; given a wireless sensor network deployed for watching a composite event x1, x2, . . . , xM , design a sensor
scheduling mechanism such that the set of active sensors ensure the coverage and connectivity conditions and WSN lifetime
is maximized. Network lifetime is organized in rounds. Each round has two phases: initialization and data collection. In the
initialization phase, the goal is to choose a set of active sensors as sensing nodes or relay nodes such that to achieve both
coverage and connectivity requirements. Sensors which are not chosen to be active go to sleep to save energy. In the data
collection phase, active sensors perform sensing and data relaying. When another round begins, a new set of active sensors
are determined. Two solutions are proposed for the SCED problem, a grid-based distributed algorithm and a localized
algorithm. We analyze their performance through simulations. Copyright © 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Sensors are used to monitor and control the physical
environment. A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is
composed of a large number of sensor nodes that are
densely deployed either inside the phenomenon or very
close to it [1,2]. Sensor nodes measure various parameters
of the environment and transmit data collected to one or
more sinks. Once a sink receives sensed data, it processes
and forwards it to the users.

A WSN can detect single (or atomic) events or compos-
ite events [3]. Taking the sensor productions of Crossbow
Technology, Inc. as an example, if sensors are equipped with
MTS400 multi sensor board [4], it can sense temperature,
humidity, barometric pressure, and ambient light.

Let us consider a single sensing component, for example,
the temperature. If the sensed temperature value exceeds a
predefined threshold, we say that an atomic event occurred.
A composite event is a combination of several atomic
events. For example, the composite event fire may be
defined as the combination of the temperature and light. The
composite event fire occurs only when both the temperature
and the light exceed some predefined thresholds.

Sensors are battery powered and in general, it is hard
to recharge them. It will take a limited time before they
deplete their energy and become un-functional. So energy
management is an important issue in WSNs.

In this paper, we focus on sensor Scheduling for Com-
posite Event Detection (SCED) problem. We assume that
sensors are densely deployed and they are equipped with
multiple sensing components for watching a composite
event. Sensing components have the same or different sens-
ing ranges. To prolong the network lifetime, one method
is to put some ‘redundant’ sensors to sleep. In the paper,
network lifetime is organized in rounds. Each round has
two phases, initialization phase and data collection phase.
In the initialization phase, our goal is to choose a set
of active sensors as sensing nodes or relay nodes while
achieving both coverage and connectivity requirements.
Sensors which are not chosen to be active in this round
go to sleep to save energy. In the data collection phase,
active sensors perform sensing and data relaying. When
another round begins, a new set of active sensors are
determined. Those which have been active in the previous
rounds have lower priorities to be chosen in the following
rounds.
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Two solutions are proposed for the SCED problem, a
grid-based distributed algorithm and a localized algorithm.
We analyze their performance through simulations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 we present related works. In Section 3, we define the
SCED problem. We continue in Section 4 with our two
solutions. Section 5 presents simulation results and Section
6 concludes our paper.

2. RELATED WORKS

Event detection and coverage problem is one of the most
important research issue in wireless networks [5?--17].
There are recent research works focusing on the compos-
ite event detection, such as Reference [18,3]. Both of them
focus on collaboration of sensors to detect composite events,
while do not consider the area coverage problem.

In Reference [18], Kumar et al. study a framework for
both single and composite event detection. The frame-
work consists of a protocol which builds a tree using a
scheme similar to the publish-subscribe communication
model. An application subscribes to an interested event with
a corresponding location, and then the protocol builds an
event-based tree. The data will then be collected along the
tree. For composite events, a counter is maintained for each
atomic event part of the composite event. Counters keep
track of the number of sensors which can sense atomic
events. Sensors are added into the tree until counters exceed
some predefined thresholds.

In Reference [3], Vu et al. propose an algorithm to
construct a set of tree-structured detection sets to achieve
energy efficient and reliable surveillance. To achieve reli-
able surveillance, a composite event must be k-watched by
the sensor nodes. That means there must be k sensing com-
ponents watching each atomic event part of the composite
event. The algorithm forms a tree-structured detection set
satisfying the k-watching requirement in a greedy manner.
At each step, the sensor node with the greatest contribu-
tion is added into the tree. The algorithm is repeated to find
as many detection sets as possible, based on the sensors’
energy constraint. Different detection sets work alterna-
tively to achieve energy efficiency and to maximize network
lifetime.

References [19] and [20] focus on the coverage prob-
lem for single event detection. Reference [19] proposes a
localized method to find the area dominating sets, which is
the smallest subset of sensors that covers the whole mon-
itored area. Each sensor computes the area covered by its
neighbors with higher priorities, if its sensing area can be
fully covered by those neighbors and the subgraph built
by them is connected, it decides to go to sleep. Reference
[20] considers the coverage problem without the connec-
tivity requirement. The idea is that if a sensor’s area is
covered by its neighbors’ sensing area, it can be turned off.
The geometry calculation is given to compute the overlap-
ping area when two sensors are located within their sensing
range.

In References [21,22], research is based on grid-based
network structure. In Reference [22], the network is divided
into small grids, and all sensors in the same grid form a
cluster. A cluster head is chosen in each grid, who takes
care of the communication among cluster members within
the grid and communication with neighbor clusters.

References [23--30] focus on construction of dominating
set. References [23,25,28--31] propose localized meth-
ods. Reference [25] proposed an approach called Span,
to select a set of special nodes called coordinators. A
node v becomes a coordinator if it has two neighbors that
are not directly connected, indirectly connected via one
intermediate coordinator, or indirectly connected via two
intermediate coordinators. Before a node changes its status
from non-coordinator to coordinator, it waits for a back-
off delay, which is viewed as a priority. Nodes that have
a shorter backoff delay have a higher chance of becoming
coordinators. Reference [31] proposes a localized algorithm
for connected dominating set formation, which includes a
marking process to form a connected dominating set, which
is similar to Span and a pruning rule to reduce the num-
ber of nodes in the connected dominating set. Reference
[28] proposes an iterative localized solution for connected
dominating sets in ad hoc wireless networks. Their goal
is to decrease the number of sensors in the dominating
set iteratively. Based on the current dominating set, each
node selects a new priority, exchanges information with its
neighbors, and executes the basic dominating set algorithm
again until no nodes can be removed from the dominating
set.

Our solutions extend the solutions of single event detec-
tion for composite event detection. We assume that each
sensing component might have different sensing ranges and
we consider both coverage and connectivity requirements.
We use an iterative mechanism in both solutions; however,
we have a different goal than Reference [28], which is to add
sensors to be active iteratively for coverage or connectivity
purpose.

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this paper, we consider that each sensor is equipped with
one or multiple sensing components from the set of sensing
components {x1, x2, . . . , xM} due to the following reasons
[18]: they might be manufactured with different sensing
capabilities, a sensor node might be unable to use some of
its sensing components due to the lack of memory for stor-
ing data, or some sensing components might fail over time.
A sensor can be equipped with at most one sensing com-
ponent of each type. Sensors may have different numbers
and types of sensing components. For example, let M = 3
where x1 is the temperature, x2 is the humidity, and x3 is the
smoke. A sensor may be equipped with only {x2}, while
another sensor may be equipped with {x1, x3}. All of a sen-
sor’s sensing components turn on or off simultaneously.
In general, each sensing component (e.g., temperature,
light, humidity) might have a different coverage capability,
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therefore we consider that the sensing components have
different sensing ranges.

For simplicity, we assume that Rs1 ≤ Rs2 ≤ . . . ≤ RsM ,
where Rs1, Rs2, . . . , RsM are the sensing ranges for the
sensing component x1, x2, . . . , xM . We can always achieve
this by sorting the sensing components according to their
sensing ranges.

An important issue in WSNs is energy management. Sen-
sor nodes are battery powered and in general, they cannot
be recharged. It will take a limited time before they deplete
their energy and become un-functional. One of the major
components that consume energy is the radio.

A radio can be in one of the following modes: transmit,
receive, idle, and sleep. A radio is in idle mode when the
host is not transmitting or receiving data, and usually the
power consumption is as high as in the receive mode. A
radio is in sleep mode when both the transmitter and the
receiver are turned off.

According to Reference [32], studies on several com-
mercial radios (e.g., WaveLAN, Metricom) show that in
sleep mode the power consumption ranged between 150–
170 mW, while in idle mode the power consumption went
up by an order of magnitude.

In this paper, we put sensors to sleep mode when they
are not actively participating in sensing or data relaying to
conserve energy and to prolong the network lifetime. We
are concerned with designing a scheduling mechanism that
will allow sensors to go to sleep as long as the coverage and
the connectivity requirements are met.

The coverage requirement requires that the deployment
area to be continuously covered by each sensing component
xj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ M.

The connectivity requirement requires that the set of
active sensors to be connected. This condition is necessary
in order to collect the sensed data. If the sink is connected to
any of the active sensors, then a data collection tree rooted
at the sink can be formed and data can be gathered by the
sink.

We assume that sensors are densely deployed and the
network itself is connected and the coverage requirement
can be met.

Figure 1 shows an example with M = 2 sensing compo-
nents {x1, x2}. The communication range of sensors, Rc,
is Rc = 2Rs1, where Rs1 is the sensing range of sensing
component x1. The black nodes are active sensors and the
white nodes are sensors in sleep mode. The dashed cir-
cles represent the sensing area of sensing component x1,
and the continuous line circles represent the sensing area
of x2. The set of active sensors meets the coverage require-
ment: the whole monitored area is covered by the sensing
component x1 and the sensing component x2. The connec-
tivity requirement is met as well: the active sensors are
connected so that the sensed data can be transmitted to the
sink.

Next, we present the problem definition for sensor
Scheduling for Composite Event Detection in WSNs
(SCED problem).

Figure 1. The monitored area is covered considering both sens-
ing components x1 and x2.

Definition 1 (SCED problem). Given a WSN deployed
for watching a composite event {x1, x2, . . . , xM}, design
a sensor scheduling mechanism such that the set of active
sensors ensures the coverage and connectivity requirements
and the WSN lifetime is maximized.

4. SOLUTIONS FOR THE SCED
PROBLEM

In this section, we propose two sensor scheduling solutions
for the SCED problem. The network lifetime is organized in
rounds. Each round has two phases: initialization and data
collection. In the initialization phase, a scheduling algo-
rithm is run to decide which sensors remain active and which
sensors can go to sleep during the current round. In the data
collection phase, active sensor nodes perform sensing and
data relaying. We assume that sensors know their location
information using GPS [33] or other localization protocols
[34,35].

4.1. Distributed approach to decide active
nodes

In this distributed solution, the monitored area is divided
into grids, see Figure 2. Let us consider that each sensing
component xj has coverage range rj

√
2. Then any sensor

with sensing component xj located in a rj × rj grid region
will completely cover that region.

For simplicity, let us assume that rj = 2u · rj−1, where
u ≥ 0. It is straight-forward to extend this approach to other
cases. If u = 0, then the two consecutive sensing compo-
nents xj and xj−1 have the same sensing range.
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Figure 2. Sensors deployed in a l × l square area.

Figure 2 shows an example with M = 3 sensing compo-
nents x1, x2, x3, where r3 = r2 = 2r1. Figure 2 illustrates
sensors in a quarter of the deployment area, both active
and in the sleep mode. The set of active sensors satisfies
the coverage condition: each grid r1 × r1 has an active sen-
sor equipped with sensing component x1, each grid region
r2 × r2 has an active sensor equipped with sensing compo-
nent x2, and each grid region r3 × r3 has an active sensor
equipped with sensing component x3.

The scheduling mechanism consists of two algorithms:
(1) one to decide the sensing nodes and (2) one to decide
the relay nodes needed to ensure a connected network. All

Algorithm 1 DecideStatus (sensor si, time interval tj)

1: if (si has status active) OR (si is not equipped with xj)
OR (si is equipped with xj and gj = 1) then

2: return
3: end if
4: compute contribution function χi = f (ei, Rc) · helpi

5: start timer with value τi, which is inversely proportional
to χi

6: if message StatusActive(sk, sk’s location, sk’s sensing
components ≥ j) received then

7: for each sk’s sensing component v ≥ j do
8: if (si is equipped with xv) AND (gv = 0) AND (si

and sk are in the same rv × rv region) then
9: gv ←− 1

10: end if
11: end for
12: if (si receives the message for the first time) AND (si

and sk are in the same rw × rw region, where w is the
largest index of the sensing components of si) then

13: broadcast the StatusActive message it receives
14: end if
15: if gj = 1 then
16: return
17: end if
18: end if
19: if timer fires up then
20: sensor si is set active and gj ←− 1
21: broadcast StatusActive(si, si’s location, si’s sensing

components ≥ j) in si’s region rw × rw

22: end if

Algorithm 2 Connectivity (CH sensor si)

1: if (Hello messages received from sensors in bottom and
right regions) then

2: return TRUE
3: end if
4: wait a random time
5: send Conn Req(CH si, grid position of si, list of needed

region connections (bottom and/or right), sending node
ID, TTL, number of relay hops)

6: if one or more Conn Reply(sj , grid position of sj , CH
si, grid position of si, number of relay hops) messages
received then

7: for each needed region connection do
8: choose the Conn Reply message with the mini-

mum number of relay hops, let’s say from node
sj , and send RelaySetup(CH si, grid position of
si, sj , grid position of sj)

9: end for
10: end if
11: if all needed region connections are satisfied then
12: return TRUE
13: end if
14: if TTL < TTLmax then
15: increase TTL and go to line 4
16: else
17: return FALSE
18: end if

other nodes are in the sleep mode. Figure 3 shows the two
main phases of a network round.

4.1.1. Decide the sensing nodes.

In this section, we present a distributed algorithm to
decide which sensors will stay active in order to satisfy
the coverage requirement.

We consider the initialization phase divided into a
sequence of time intervals t1, t2, . . . , tM . The basic idea is
to ensure that during the time interval tj at least one sensing
component xj becomes active in each square region rj × rj .

Figure 3. Main steps of the distributed approach.
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Each sensor si keeps a Boolean variable gj for each
sensing component xj that it is equipped with. Initially,
all variables gj = 0. For example, a sensor si{x1, x3, x4}
initializes variables g1 = g3 = g4 = 0.

Variable gj becomes 1 if there is at least one active com-
ponent xj in the rj × rj region where si is located. This
happens when si or another sensor containing sensing com-
ponent xj that is located in the same rj × rj region becomes
active.

The DecideStatus() algorithm is run by each sensor si at
the beginning of each time interval tj . Based on the par-
titioning of the field, a sensor si belongs to exactly one
rj × rj square region. At the beginning of each interval tj ,
each sensor si containing xj performs the following steps. In
time interval tj , at least one sensing component xj becomes
active in each square region rj × rj , if such a component
exists.

In line 1 of the DecideStatus() algorithm, if si is not
equipped with xj or if another xj component has become
active (gj = 1), then si will not be set active during the time
interval tj and the procedure returns.

Otherwise, sensor si computes its contribution func-
tion χi = f (ei, Rc) · helpi similar to Reference [3], where
f (ei, Rc) = ei

Txi+Sxi
is a function to calculate s′

is lifetime
depending on its current residual energy ei and its com-
munication range Rc, where Txi is the energy consumed on
transmission in one round and Sxi is the energy consumed
on sensing in one round, helpi is the number of s′

is helpful
sensing components. A sensing component xk of si is called
a helpful sensing component if k ≥ i and gk = 0. The con-
dition k ≥ i is used to check the sensing components which
have not been taken care of in the previous time intervals.
The condition gk = 0 means that in the previous time inter-
vals, no sensor that is equipped with xk has been activated in
the corresponding region. In this way, it counts the number
of sensing components that might be helpful in the follow-
ing time intervals. The sensor that has more helpful sensing
components has a higher priority to become active in the
current time interval. If such a sensor is equipped with some
sensing component, e.g., xi+1, no other sensor needs to be
active for xi+1 in the time interval ti+1, in the corresponding
region. This definition helps to reduce the number of sensors
that have to be active in the network. A larger contribution
function value means that si has a larger priority in becoming
active. Then si starts a timer inversely proportional to χi.

If a sensor si receives a StatusActive() message from a
sensor sk, it means that sk has become active recently. Then
for each sk’s sensing component v ≥ j, if si is equipped
with xv and if si and sk are in the same rv × rv region, then
set gv ←− 1. If gj becomes 1, then the procedure returns
without requiring si to become active.

Next, we address the issue of how to determine if si and
sk are in the same rv × rv region, see Figure 4(a). Let us
assume that the coordinates of the sensors are si(xsi, ysi)
and sk(xsk, ysk). Then si and sk are in the same rv × rv region
if and only if

⌊
xsi
rv

⌋ = ⌊
xsk
rv

⌋
and

⌊
ysi
rv

⌋ = ⌊
ysk
rv

⌋
.

If timer fires up after time τi, then sensor si is set active
and thus gj becomes 1. As soon as a sensor becomes active,

it broadcasts a message StatusActive(si, si’s location, si’s
sensing components ≥ j) in si’s region rw × rw, where w is
the largest index of the sensing components of si. A sensor
forwards the message only the first time it receives the mes-
sage and only if it is located in the same rw × rw region.
Every forwarding sensor sets up its g variables based on
si’s sensing components, similar to lines 7. . . 11 in the
pseudocode.

4.1.2. Decide the relay nodes: the case when

Rc ≥ r1

√
5.

In this section, we address the case when the sensor com-
munication range Rc ≥ r1

√
5. In this case, the coverage

requirement implies the connectivity requirement. Accord-
ing to Figure 4(b), the communication range (Rc) needed for
direct communication of two sensors located at maximum
distance on the diagonal ends is R2

c = r2
1 + 4r2

1 = 5r2
1 . Thus,

if the communication range satisfies Rc ≥ r1

√
5, this will

ensure direct communication of any two sensors located in
adjacent regions.

Based on the coverage requirement, there will be at least
one active sensor in each grid region r1 × r1. Since Rc ≥
r1

√
5, it follows that any two active sensors in two adjacent

regions can communicate directly.

4.1.3. Decide the relay nodes: the case when

Rc < r1

√
5.

Connectivity becomes an issue when Rc < r1

√
5. Two

active sensors in adjacent regions might not communicate
directly. We consider that sensors in the same region r1 × r1

can communicate directly, that is Rc ≥ r1

√
2. Length r1 can

always be chosen such that this condition is met.
For the connectivity purpose, it is sufficient to ensure that

each square region r1 × r1 is connected to its bottom and
right neighbors. After satisfying the sensing requirement,
there will be at least one active sensor in each r1 × r1 square
region. We propose a distributed algorithm which ensures
that the active sensors form a connected topology. The basic
idea of the algorithm is to ensure that each r1 × r1 square

Figure 4. (a) Two sensors si and sk are in the same rh × rh

region. (b) Maximum distance between sensors in neighboring
regions.
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Figure 5. Connectivity mechanism (a) Connection of a region
with bottom and right regions. (b) Connectivity: three-way mes-

sage exchange mechanism.

region is connected to its bottom and right neighbor regions,
see Figure 5(a). This algorithm is described below.

First, each r1 × r1 region chooses a cluster head (CH),
which is for example, the active sensing node with the
largest remaining energy. This can be done by having each
sensor si send a message Hello(si, si’s region location, si’s
residual energy). Then the node with the largest residual
energy acts as a CH. In order to avoid collisions, each sensor
waits a random time before sending the Hello message.

The CH of each region is responsible to ensure connec-
tivity with bottom and right regions. Let us take a CH si. If
node si hears Hello messages from any nodes in the bottom
and right regions, then nothing has to be done. Otherwise,
node si starts the connection mechanism which is a three-
way message exchange mechanism, see Figure 5(b): request
using Conn Req, reply using Conn Reply, and relay set-up
using RelaySetup.

Node si broadcasts a message Conn Req (CH si, grid
position of si, list of needed region connections (bottom
and/or right), sending node ID, TTL, and number of relay
hops).

The Time-To-Live (TTL) variable can be set up to a
smaller value initially, and if no reply is received, then it can
be increased using an incremental ring search approach. An
intermediate node sj receiving a Conn Req message will
forward the message if sj is not an active sensing node in
the destination bottom and/or right regions; otherwise it will
reply with a Conn Reply message.

If sj is not an active sensing node in a destination region,
then sj will forward the Conn Req message if this is the
message with the minimum number of relay hops so far and
increases the number of relay hops. In addition, sj updates
the following fields: sending node ID (which is now sj),
TTL = TTL-1, and the number of relay hops. The message
will be forwarded only if TTL > 0.

Let us consider now the case when sj is an active sens-
ing node in one of the destination regions (in the bottom
or right region). Then sj will not forward the Conn Req

message, but it will reply with a message Conn Reply(sj ,
grid position of sj , CH si, grid position of si, number of
relay hops). The reply messages will be sent to si along the
reverse pointers which were set-up temporarily when the
requests were forwarded.

If CH node si receives one or more Conn Reply()
messages from a region of interest (bottom or right), then
si chooses the node sj from the Conn Reply() message
with the minimum number of relay hops, since this is the
number of relay nodes that has to be activated in order
to establish a path between si and sj . Then si sends a
message RelaySetup(CH si, grid position of si, sj , grid
position of sj). This message will be sent along the forward
pointers which were set-up temporarily when the replies
were forwarded. Each node that forwards the RelaySetup

message will become active and will serve as a relay node
in order to ensure connectivity.

Let us address the case when no reply message is received
from a destination region (bottom or right). In this case,
according to the incremental ring search approach, TTL is
increased and the process is repeated, which means si will
broadcast a Conn Req() message with the new TTL.

TTL can be increased up to some predefined maximum
value TTLmax. If no reply is received after a number of tri-
als, then connectivity cannot be satisfied. One approach in
this case is that si will send a message to the sink announc-
ing this event. If sink location is not known, this can be
accomplished by flooding a corresponding message in the
whole network. In this paper, we define network lifetime
as the number of rounds where both the sensing and the
connectivity can be satisfied.

The connectivity steps are summarized in the Algorithm
2.

4.2. Localized approach to decide active
nodes

In this section, we propose a localized algorithm for choos-
ing active sensors to meet both coverage and connectivity
requirements.

The initialization phase is divided into M time intervals
t1, t2, . . . , tM . In each time interval tj(1 ≤ j ≤ M), sensors
focus on the coverage and connectivity of sensing compo-
nent xj .

Sensors can have three possible states in this algorithm:
active, pending, and sleep. Active and sleep are final states.
Pending is an intermediate state. Initially, all sensors are
in pending state. The sensors which are chosen to be the
sensing nodes or relay nodes are in the active state. Sensors
which are not chosen to be active in the current time interval
might remain in the pending state and they might become
active in the following time intervals. Sensors in the sleep
state go to sleep to save energy.

Every sensor si has a priority P
j

i in each time interval
tj , which is a 4-tuple P

j

i = (state, f (ei, Rc), helpi, IDi). In
P

j

i , state is the most important factor. Sensors in the active
state have higher priorities than those in the pending or
sleep state, so we have state = 1 when the sensor is in the
active state and state = 0 when it is in the pending or sleep
state. f (ei, Rc) is the same as that defined in the previous
distributed algorithm, and it is used to break tie for the sen-
sors with the same state. Sensors having higher f (ei, Rc)
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have higher probabilities to be active in the following time
intervals. helpi is the number of si’s helpful sensing compo-
nents. A sensing component xk in time interval tj is helpful
when k ≥ j. helpi is used to break tie for sensors with the
same state and f (ei, Rc). IDi is the node identification.

All sensors are initialized to be in the pending state. Each
sensor exchanges Hello messages among their neighbors.
The Hello message includes the state of the sensor, the list
of the sensing components the sensor has and the priority
of the sensor. The neighbors are defined as follows.

Definition 2 (Neighbor). The neighbor set of sensor si in
time interval tj is defined as Nj(si) = {sk ∈ ℵ|d(si, sk) ≤
Rsj, sk 	= si}.

ℵ is the sensor set containing sensors deployed in the
whole monitored area. d(si, sk) is the distance between two
sensors and Rsj is the sensing range in the current time inter-
val tj , which is the sensing range of the sensing component
xj .

The neighbors may be more than one hop away depend-
ing on the Rsj and Rc. When sensors within Rsj receive
the Hello message, they broadcast it. If non-neighbor sen-
sors receive the Hello message, they discard it and do not
broadcast it.

In time interval tj , the sensors in the active or sleep state
in the previous time interval tj−1 remain the same state in tj .
Each sensor si that is in the pending state and is equipped
with sensing component xj considers the following three
conditions. If all three conditions are met, it goes to the
sleep state. Otherwise, if Condition1 and Condition2 are
met, but Condition3 is not met, it remains in the pending
state. If at least one of Condition1 and Condition2 is not
met, then the sensor si goes to the active state.

� Condition1: si’s sensing area can be covered by its
neighbors that are in the active or pending state, contain
sensing component xj and have higher priorities. We
discuss how this is done in detail in Section 4.2.1.

� Condition2: For any pair of si’s neighbors that are in the
active or pending state, there exists an h-hop (h ≥ 1)
path connecting them. The path should only contain
the sensors that are not in sleep state and have higher
priorities than si, which implies that si cannot be in the
path.

� Condition3: The sensor does not contain any sensing
component xk, k > j, that is, xj+1, or xj+2, . . . , or xM .

The Condition1 regards the coverage requirement and
ensures that only those sensors whose sensing area can be
covered by their neighbors can go to sleep. The Condition2

regards the connectivity requirement. If sensor si’s neigh-
bors can be connected without the help of si, then si is a
candidate to go to sleep. Each sensor collects neighbor-
hood information through Hello message exchange so that
a sensor can know its neighbors’ location, state, and priority
information. These informations are sufficient for the sen-
sor to confirm whether Condition2 is satisfied. One method

to determine if two neighbors are connected is to use the
Breadth-First Search algorithm. In Condition3, if si has a
sensing component whose index is larger than j, then it
means that it still has other sensing components that need
to be checked in the following time intervals.

Note that since Rsj+1 ≥ Rsj , we only add more active
sensors in every following time interval to meet the coverage
and connectivity requirements for larger sensing range and
we do not turn previously active sensors to the pending or
sleep state.

If a sensor remains in the pending state at the end of the
current time interval tj , in the time interval tj+1, it updates its
priority by recomputing helpi. If a sensor goes to the active
state at the end of the current time interval tj , it updates
its priority by setting state = 1. The similar process repeats
using the updated priorities.

After M time intervals, the sensors either go to the sleep
or active state. Thus, the set of active sensors is found. The
sensing and data collection phase begins. The main steps
are summarized in the Algorithm 3.

Theorem 1 (Coverage). After applying the localized
approach, the coverage requirement is met, which means
the monitored area is continuously covered by all active
sensors considering all sensing components.

Proof. We first prove that at the end of time interval t1,
the monitored area is covered by active sensors considering
x1. At the beginning of t1, all sensors are in the pending
state. Suppose the monitored area is not covered by active
sensors considering x1 at the end of t1. We turn the sensors
which are in the sleep or pending state to be active one by
one in descending order of sensor’s priority. We can find
the first sensor sv that covers the uncovered area. However,
it is impossible, because if it is in the sleep or pending
state, its sensing area should be covered by its active and
pending neighbors that contain x1 and have higher priorities
according to condition1. So the coverage is ensured by all
active sensors after time interval t1.

In the following time intervals, we only add more active
sensors for coverage purpose. We can use the similar way
to prove at the end of time interval tj(1 < j ≤ M), active
sensors ensure the coverage for x1, x2, . . . , xj . �

Note that if Rc ≥ 2Rs1, then meeting the coverage
requirement ensures the connectivity. In the general case,
the connectivity is proved as follows.

Theorem 2 (Connectivity). If the original network G is
connected, after applying the localized approach, the sub-
network G′ containing all the sensors in the active state
after M time intervals is also connected.

Proof. We first prove that at the end of each time inter-
val tj (1 ≤ j ≤ M − 1), the subnetwork built by all sensors
in the active or pending state is connected. Suppose it is
not connected at the end of time interval tj . We turn the
sensors which are in the sleep state to active one by one in
descending order of sensor’s priority. We can find the first
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sensor sv that reconnects the subnetwork, that is it makes the
subnetwork connected. However, it is impossible because
if it is put to sleep, its active and pending neighbors must
be connected according to Condition2. So the subnetwork
containing active and pending sensors is connected after
M − 1 time intervals.

At the end of time interval tM , sensors in the pending
state go to either the active state or the sleep state. We
prove that at the end of the time interval tM , the subnet-
work containing all active sensors is connected in a similar
way. �

Algorithm 3 Localized algorithm to decide active sensors

1: for each sensor si do
2: compute remaining energy and initialize priority

P1
i = (state = 0, f (ei, Rc), helpi, IDi)

3: set status to the pending state
4: end for
5: for k = 1 to M time intervals do
6: for each sensor si do
7: exchange Hello messages among its neighbors

within range Rsj

8: if (si is equipped with sensing component xj)
AND (it is in the pending state) then

9: if Condition1 AND Condition2 AND
Condition3 then

10: go to the sleep state
11: end if
12: if Condition1 AND Condition2 AND

!Condition3 then
13: remain in the pending state
14: update its priority by recomputing helpi

15: end if
16: if !Condition1 OR !Condition2 then
17: go to the active state
18: update its priority: state = 1
19: end if
20: end if
21: end for
22: end for

4.2.1. Compute the area coverage.

In this section, we discuss how a sensor determines if its
sensing area is covered by its neighbors given their location
information. A sensor’s sensing area in time interval tj is a
circle centered at itself with radius Rsj . In the Algorithm
3, because we choose active sensors for one sensing com-
ponent in each time interval, we only need to consider the
case when all sensors have the same sensing range.

We use similar notations as in Reference [20], which are
shown in Figure 6. d is the distance between two sensors.
The sensing area of s2 intersects s1’s sensing area at points
P1 and P2. The sector bounded by radius s1P1, s1P2 and
inner arc P1P2 is called the sponsored sector by sensor s2

Figure 6. Notations for area coverage computation.

to s1. The central angle of the sponsored sector is denoted
as θ = 2 arccos d

2Rsj
. The direction of sensor s2 referred to

s1 is denoted as φ, which is computed as follows.

φ =




arctan y2−y1
x2−x1

, x2 > x1 and y2 > y1

π − arctan
∣∣ y2−y1

x2−x1

∣∣, x2 < x1 and y2 > y1

π + arctan
∣∣ y2−y1

x2−x1

∣∣, x2 < x1 and y2 < y1

2π − arctan
∣∣ y2−y1

x2−x1

∣∣, x2 > x1 and y2 < y1

π

2 , x2 = x1 and y2 > y1

3π

2 , x2 = x1 and y2 < y1

0, y2 = y1 and x2 > x1

π, y2 = y1 and x2 < x1

The basic idea of the coverage calculation for a sensor
si is to compute the sum of the sector areas covered by its
neighbors within the sensing range. We do not consider the
sensors that are outside the sensing range, because even they
have some overlapped area, there are always some areas
near si left uncovered. The central angle of the sponsored
sector by sk to si refereed to the x-axis is denoted as Ask

called sector angle, which is computed from θ and φ. We
compute the sum of Ask for each sk ∈ Nj(si) and compare
it with 2π. If the sum is greater than or equal to 2π, then it
means that si is covered by its neighbors.

Definition 3. The sensor si’s sensing area is covered when
the following condition is met:

⋃
sk∈Nj (si)

Ask ≥ 2π, where
Ask is computed according to the equations below.

� When 0 ≤ φ < θ

2 , as shown in Figure 7(a), the sector

angle has two parts, which are A1 = [
0, θ

2 + φ
]
, and

A2 = [
2π − θ

2 + φ, 2π
]
.

� When θ

2 ≤ φ ≤ 2π − θ

2 , as shown in Figure 7(b), the

sector angle is A = [
φ − θ

2 , φ + θ

2

]
.

� When 2π − θ

2 < φ ≤ 2π, as shown in Figure 7(c), the

sector angle has two parts, which are A1 = [
0, θ

2 +
φ − 2π

]
, and A2 = [

φ − θ

2 , 2π
]
.

When computing the sum of sector angles, the sensor
checks its neighbors one by one and records the current
sum. Each time when it checks a neighbor, it merges the
contribution from this neighbor with the existing sum. Fig-
ure 8 shows an example. For s1, the sponsored sector by s2
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Figure 7. Three cases for the computation of the coverage angle: (a) 0 ≤ � ≤ �
2 , (b) �

2 < � ≤ 2� − �
2 , and (c) 2� − �

2 < � ≤ 2�.

has As2 = [
0, 2

3 π
]

and the sponsored sector by s3 has As3 =[
1
3 π, π

]
. Then the sum is

[
0, 2

3 π
]⋃[

1
3 π, π

] = [0, π].

5. SIMULATION

In this section, we present the simulation results of our solu-
tions for the SCED problem. We study the network lifetime
improvement, and the average number of active sensors
under different conditions.

5.1. Simulation environment

Metrics in the simulations include the network lifetime and
the average number of active sensors. The network lifetime
shows how many sets of active sensors can be chosen while
both coverage and connectivity requirements are met. In the
simulations, in each round, we apply our solutions to choose
one set of active sensors and then all active sensors report
once to the sink. The network lifetime is computed as the
number of rounds where both the coverage and connectivity
requirements are met.

The average number of active sensors is computed as
numActiveSensor

numRound
, where numActiveSensor is the total number

of active sensors during network lifetime and numRound

is the network lifetime in terms of the number of rounds.
We use a similar energy model as that presented in

LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy)
[36]. It considers a simple model where radio dissipates
Eelec = 50 nJ/bit to run the transmitter and the receiver
circuitry and εamp = 100 pJ/bit/m2 for the transmit ampli-
fier. The energy used to transmit a k-bit message over a
distance d is: ETx(k, d) = ETx−elec(k) + ETx−amp(k, d) =
Eelec ∗ k + εamp ∗ k ∗ d2. The energy consumed to receive
a k-bit message is: ERx(k) = ETx−elec(k) = Eelec ∗ k. We

Figure 8. Example of the area coverage computation.

assume that the packet size of the Hello messages is much
smaller than the size of data messages.

To form a data delivery tree, the sink broadcasts a
Hello(numberOfHops) message, where numberOfHops

is the number of hops the message is forwarded and the
message is flooded in the network among active sensors.
Each active sensor records the current minimum num-
ber of hops to the sink. When it receives the message, if
numberOfHops + 1 is smaller than the minimum number
of hops the sensor records, it updates its shortest path (min-
imum number of hops) and forwards it. It also records the
sensor from whom it receives the message and uses it as the
next hop to the sink in the data deliver tree.

We assume that each active sensor applies a data aggrega-
tion algorithm. The packet size that an active sensor reports
is computed as α · msgReceived, where α is the aggre-
gation factor and we choose α = 0.5 in our simulations,
msgReceived is the total packet size it receives from its
children in the data delivery tree.

In the simulations, we vary the scale of the monitored
area. We consider the composite event is a combination
of up to four sensing components, {x1, x2, x3, x4}, rep-
resenting the temperature, light, pressure, and humidity,
respectively. The number and types of sensing components
a sensor is equipped are randomly chosen. We study the
performance when the locations of the sink are different. We
also vary the transmission ranges to study the performance
for the cases when Rc < r1

√
5 and when Rc ≥ r1

√
5. Large

transmission ranges (larger than the sensing ranges) and
small transmission ranges (smaller than the sensing ranges)
are both considered according to References [37,38].

We conduct the simulations on a custom discrete event
simulator, which generates a random initial sensor deploy-
ment. All the tests are repeated 50 times and the results are
averaged.

5.2. Simulation results

Figures 9–11 study a small scale network. The network
size is 100 × 100 units. M = 3, which means the compos-
ite event is a combination of three sensing components,
{x1, x2, x3}. The sensing range for x1 is 36 units, and the
sensing range for x2 and x3 is the same, which is 71 units.
For the distributed solution, the grid size for x1 is 25 × 25
units, and the grid size for x2 and x3 is the same, which is
50 × 50 units.
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Figure 9. The transmission range is 60 units, the sink is located at the bottom left corner of the monitored area. (a) Network lifetime.
(b) The average number of active sensors.
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Figure 10. The transmission range is 60 units, the sink is located at the center of the monitored area. (a) Network lifetime. (b) The
average number of active sensors.

In Figure 9, the transmission range is 60 units and the
sink is located at the bottom left corner of the monitored
area. In Figure 10, the sink is located at the center of the
network. In Figure 11, the transmission range is 36 units
and the sink is located at the bottom left corner of the mon-
itored area. We study the network lifetime and the average

number of active sensors among the distributed solution,
the localized solution and the case when no scheduling
algorithm is applied. In all three figures, the distributed
solution and the localized approach have a longer network
lifetime than the case when no scheduling algorithm is
applied. The localized solution has more average active
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Figure 11. The transmission range is 36 units, the sink is located at the bottom left corner of the monitored area. (a) Network lifetime.
(b) The average number of active sensors.
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Figure 12. The transmission range is 200 units, the sink is located at the bottom left corner of the monitored area. (a) Network lifetime.
(b) The average number of active sensors.
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Figure 13. The transmission range is 150 units, the sink is located at the bottom left corner of the monitored area. (a) Network lifetime.
(b) The average number of active sensors.

sensors and therefore, it has a shorter network lifetime
compared with the distributed approach. The energy
consumption in Hello message exchange is also taken
into account in simulations. Compared with the case when
there is no algorithm is applied, the localized algorithm
involves more Hello message exchanges, however, it still
performs better in terms of the network lifetime.

Compared with the case when the sink is located at the
bottom left corner as shown in Figure 9(a), the network life-
time is longer when the sink is located at the center of the
network, as shown in Figure 10(a), for all the distributed
solution, the localized solution and the case when no algo-
rithm is applied. That is because the data delivery path is
longer in the case when the sink is located at the bottom left
corner. In Figure 10, more active sensors are one hop away
from the sink and they can directly send data to the sink.
While in Figure 9, more active sensors are more than one
hop away from the sink. They rely on the sensors which are
1-hop away from the sink to relay data. In this case, the sen-
sors that are 1-hop away from the sink will consume more
energy in forwarding data. They will die first and become
the bottleneck.

Figures 12–16 study a larger scale network. The network
size is 640 × 640 units and M = 3. The sensing range for
x1 is 114 units, the sensing range for x2 is 227 units, and the
sensing range for x3 is 453 units. In the distributed solution,
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Figure 14. The number of sensors for the sensing or connectivity
purpose.
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Figure 15. Different values of h. (a) Network lifetime. (b) The average number of active sensors.

the grid size for x1 is 80 × 80 units, the grid size for x2 is
160 × 160 units, and the grid size for x3 is 320 × 320 units.

In Figure 12 and Figure 13, the sink is located at the bot-
tom left corner of the monitored area and the transmission
range of the sensors is 200 units and 150 units, respectively.
Consistent with Figures 9–11, both the distributed solution
and the localized approach perform better than the case
when no scheduling algorithm is applied. The distributed
solution provides the longest network lifetime among the
three cases. The localized solution has more active sensors
and therefore, it has a shorter network lifetime.

In the distributed approach, some sensors are chosen to
be active for the sensing purpose and some sensors are cho-
sen to meet the connectivity requirement. Figure 14 shows
the number of active sensors for sensing the events and the
number of active sensors for the connectivity purpose. The
transmission range of the sensors is 150 or 200 units, the
sink is located at the bottom left corner of the monitored
area and M = 3. When the transmission range is 200 units,
which is larger than r1

√
5 = 179, all the active sensors are

for the sensing purpose and no sensors need to turn to active
to meet the connectivity requirement. When the transmis-
sion range is 150 units, which is shorter than r1

√
5, besides

the sensors for the sensing purpose, a few sensors need to
be active to meet the connectivity requirement.

In the localized solution, when a sensor considers the
Condition2, it needs to check whether each pair of two
neighbors are connected by a h-hop (h ≥ 1) path consisting
of higher priority nodes in active or pending state. Figure
15 shows the effect of different values of h for the localized
solution. The transmission range of the sensors is 150 units,
the sink is located at the bottom left of the monitored area
and M = 3. We can see that when h is 2, there is the largest
average number of active sensors as shown in Figure 15(b)
and consequently, it provides the worst network lifetime as
shown in Figure 15(a). When h is 4, fewer sensors need to
be active and the network lifetime is longer.

In Figure 16, we vary the number of sensing components
and measure the network lifetime and the average number
of active sensors. When M = 2, the composite event is a
combination of {x1, x2} and when M = 4, the composite
event is a combination of {x1, x2, x3, x4}. The sensing range
for x1 is 114, for x2 and x3 is 227, and x4 is 453. In the
distributed approach, the grid size for x1 is 80 × 80, for x2

and x3 is 160 × 160, and x4 is 320 × 320. The transmission
range of the sensors is 150 units, the sink is located at
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Figure 16. Different numbers of sensing components. (a) Network lifetime. (b) The average number of active sensors.
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the bottom left of the monitored area. For the distributed
algorithm, M = 4 and M = 2 get the similar results in
terms of both the network lifetime and the average number
of active sensors. While for the localized approach, the
case when M = 4 has a larger number of average active
sensors and consequently, it has a shorter network lifetime
compared with the case when M = 2. That is because for
the localized approach, when there are more atomic events
to detect, the coverage requirement is harder to meet and
more sensors are chosen to be active.

Simulation results show that both the distributed solution
and the localized approach improve the network lifetime.
The localized approach does not rely on the grid division,
while the distributed solution performs better in terms of the
network lifetime. The location of the sink and transmission
range of sensors can affect the network lifetime as well.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

In this paper, we focus on the sensor Scheduling for
Composite Event Detection in WSNs (SCED) problem.
Given a WSN deployed for watching a composite event
x1, x2, . . . , xM , our goal is to design a sensor scheduling
mechanism such that the set of active sensors ensure the
coverage and connectivity conditions and WSN lifetime is
maximized. One grid-based distributed algorithm and one
localized algorithm are proposed. Simulation results show
that our methods are effective.
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